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Abstract. We compare two methods for the characterization of local
order in samples undergoing crystal nucleation and growth. Particles
with a crystal-like surrounding need to be identified to follow the nucle-
ation process. Both methods are based on the knowledge of the particle
positions in a small volume of the sample. (i) Local bond-order para-
meters are used to quantify the orientation of the nearest neighbors
of a particle, while (ii) the graph method determines the topological
arrangement of the nearest neighbors and the bonds between them.
Both methods are used to detect crystal-like particles and crystal nu-
clei in a supercooled fluid surrounding and to determine the structure
of small crystal nuclei. The properties of these nuclei are of great in-
terest for a deeper understanding of crystal nucleation, and they can
be studied in detail in colloidal model systems that allow to follow the
evolution of the nuclei with single particle resolution.
1 Introduction
Crystal nucleation, the ﬁrst order phase transition from a supercooled ﬂuid to a
crystal, continues to be a topic in condensed matter research, as a quantitative un-
derstanding of the physical processes involved in crystal nucleation is still missing.
This is highlighted by the fact that measured and calculated nucleation density rates,
one of the key quantities of nucleation, often diﬀer by several orders of magnitude
[1,2]. According to classical nucleation theory (CNT), the nucleation process is con-
trolled by the parameters giving the free energy barrier between the crystal and the
supercooled ﬂuid state:
ΔGhom = γ A−ΔμnV (1)
for homogenous nucleation with the surface tension γ, the crystal nucleus area A, the
diﬀerence of the chemical potentials Δμ, the particle number density in the crystal
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state n, and the volume V of the nucleus. The key parameters γ and Δμ are, however,
not well known, as experiments indicate that the values for small crystal nuclei diﬀer
from those of the bulk crystal [2–4]. Therefore, studies of the nucleation process and
the properties of small crystal nuclei are of high interest to obtain the key parameters
of nucleation as an input for more exact theories.
Colloidal suspensions can be used as model systems for the study of small crys-
tal nuclei. A particle size in the range from ∼100 nm to a few microns allows to
observe crystal nuclei by scattering techniques or direct imaging with a time reso-
lution allowing to follow the formation and evolution of the nuclei [2,3,5–10]. Using
colloidal model systems, it has been revealed that the shape of precritical nuclei is
rather irregular [3,4,11,12], while the surface tension suggests that a spherical shape
is expected. This observation reﬂects estimates of γ for precritical nuclei [3] ﬁnding a
surface tension smaller than that of the bulk crystal.
The observation of crystal nuclei by direct imaging methods implies that the nu-
clei forming at random locations due to homogenous nucleation need to be found in
the environment of the supercooled ﬂuid. Methods for the detection of these nuclei
cannot rely on the procedure of crystal characterization used for bulk crystal, as the
nuclei are too small to show Bragg peaks and are expected to be strongly disordered,
as the majority of particles forming the nuclei are in contact with the surrounding
ﬂuid. The most widely used method for the detection of crystal nuclei and the char-
acterization of their structure is that of bond-order parameters that were originally
introduced to characterize the local structures in disordered materials [13] but have
been used for the identiﬁcation of crystal-like local structures in simulations [4,14–16]
and direct imaging experiments [3,11,12,17,18]. This method is based on the quan-
tiﬁcation of the spatial arrangement of nearest neighbor particles around a central
particle. These values are determined for all particles of interest and are compared to
identify structural changes. Bond-order parameters are based on spherical harmonic
functions and, therefore, there are many types of them and they can be chosen to
ﬁt the properties of the material of interest. Also, several variants and combinations
of bond-order parameters have been proposed for the identiﬁcation of crystal nuclei
[19]. An alternative method is given by the analysis of graphs corresponding to near-
est neighbors around a central particle and the bond between them, a topological
method. As the bond-order parameters, the graph method has been introduced to
characterize the local structures of disordered materials [20].
Here, we present a comparison of the two methods mentioned above and compare
them with confocal microscopy data of colloidal suspensions undergoing crystal nu-
cleation. We ﬁrst introduce both methods and then focus on their applicability to
identify particles with crystal-like surrounding in an undercooled ﬂuid and to char-
acterize the local structures found in crystal nuclei of precritical size.
2 Experimental
To follow the process of crystal nucleation experimentally, we use colloidal
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) particles with a diameter d = (1.90 ± 0.05)μm
and a polydispersity of 0.067±0.005 as determined by dynamic light scattering and a
CONTIN analysis [21]. The particles are suspended in a refractive index and density
matching solvent given by a mixture of decahydronaphtalene (decalin) and cyclo-
heptylbromide (CHB). The solvent is mixed such that no particle sedimentation is
found after centrifuging for 16 hours at 2500 rotations per minute. With this mixture,
the refractive index of the PMMA particles (≈ 1.497) is nearly matched, and parti-
cles can be imaged at a depth of 100μm in the sample using confocal microscopy.
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The PMMA particles are found to carry a relatively small charge of about 380 el-
ementary charges and to interact like hard spheres with a Yukawa interaction [22].
The interaction is given by
V (r)
kBT
=
{
K
exp(−κ[r−d])
r/d
, r > d
∞, r < d , (2)
where K is the dimensionless contact value and κd the dimensionless screening
parameter. From a comparison with experimentally determined radial distribution
functions, g(r), using Ornstein-Zernike calculations with the hypernetted-chain
approximation [23] we ﬁnd the values K = 42 ± 8 and κd = 5.75 ± 0.5 [12]. The
particles are dyed with ﬂuoresceine to make them visible with confocal microscopy.
From microcopy measurements at ambient temperature with samples at various par-
ticle volume fractions, we have determined the freezing point to be φf = 0.16± 0.01
[12]. This is in good agreement with the simulation study of the phase behavior of
hard-sphere-Yukawa particles given in Ref. [22], which also shows that the equilibrium
crystal structure is face-centered cubic (fcc).
To obtain reference data for our particles with fcc or hcp structure, we have carried
out Monte-Carlo simulations of ≈ 8800 particles with the hard-core-Yukawa interac-
tion given above and in a box with periodic boundary conditions. The simulations
were started with the perfect fcc and hcp structures and 2 · 104 Monte-Carlo moves
were carried out for each particle. This data is used to obtain reference data for local
bond-order parameters and the graphs and shortest-path rings, as described in the
following.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Nearest neighbors
Both the local bond-order and the ring method rely on the knowledge of the nearest
neighbors of each particle. This can be obtained in two ways: Using a cut-oﬀ dis-
tance, all particles with a distance smaller than the cut-oﬀ from a central particle are
identiﬁed as nearest neighbors. Alternatively, the Voronoi construction [24,25] can
be used to ﬁnd neighboring particles even in an environment with anisotropic aver-
age particle arrangement. Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages.
For the study of crystal nucleation in nearly hard spheres, the fcc and hcp crystal
lattices are of primary interest. In both lattices, a particle has 12 nearest neighbors,
which is roughly the same as in the hard-sphere ﬂuid. The distance for which 12 near-
est neighbors are obtained on average can be determined from the radial distribution
function, g(r), using the condition 4π n
∫ R12
0
drg(r) = 12, where n is the average num-
ber density of the particles. When R12 is used as the nearest neighbor cut-oﬀ, one is
implicitly tuning the analysis for the detection of crystal structures with 12 nearest
neighbors.
The Voronoi construction does not rely on a cut-oﬀ distance: All the neighbors
that are necessary to deﬁne the polyhedron containing all points that are closer to
a central particle than to any other particle are identiﬁed as nearest neighbors. The
Voronoi polyhedron consists of faces that are part of the plane intersecting the bond
between the central and a nearest neighbor particle; each nearest neighbor is as-
sociated to a face of the Voronoi polyhedron. In general, three faces of the poly-
hedron touch at a vertex. However, for the fcc and hcp lattices, four faces touch
at some of the vertices, which implies that these vertices are degenerate in the
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sense that small errors or deviations in the particle positions will generate addi-
tional faces in the polyhedron such that three faces touch at each vertex [26]. This
implies that the number of nearest neighbors in the fcc and hcp lattices identiﬁed
using the Voronoi construction varies from particle to particle [27]. This problem
can, however, be solved by giving each bond determined using the Voronoi construc-
tion a weight given by the area of the corresponding Voronoi face, as explained
in detail in Ref. [28]. This allows to suppress the disturbing inﬂuence of second
nearest neighbors (small Voronoi faces), while the nearest neighbors (large Voronoi
faces) carry the dominating weights. In the following, we determine nearest neigh-
bors with a simple cut-oﬀ distance chosen such that we have 12 nearest neighbors on
average.
3.2 Local bond-order parameter
Local bond-order parameters have been introduced to quantify the local structures
found in disordered materials [13]. The underlying idea is to express the arrangement
of the nearest neighbors using spherical harmonic functions, Ylm. The bond-order
parameter qlm(i) of a particle i is deﬁned as
qlm(i) =
1
N(i)
N(i)∑
j=1
Ylm(rˆij) (3)
with N(i) the number of nearest neighbor particles. The number of lobes of the
functions Ylm is given by l. The higher this number, the larger the number of speciﬁc
arrangements of the neighbors that can be captured. The symmetry of the spherical
harmonics is also given by l. l = 6 is a good value for the detection of fcc- and hcp-like
structures, as the hexagonal planes in these crystal lattices have six-fold symmetry.
Particles with a crystal-like surrounding can be identiﬁed by comparing the values
of q6m(i) with those of the nearest neighbors. This is done by computing the inner
product
s6(i, j) =
l∑
m=−l
qˆ6m(i) qˆ
∗
6m(j), (4)
where we use the normalized bond-order parameter qˆlm = qlm/
√∑
m qlmq
∗
lm. The
“bond” between two neighboring particles i and j is called a crystal-like bond, if
s6(i, j) > 0.5. A particle with eight or more crystal-like bonds with its nearest neigh-
bors is called a crystal-like particle. These two criteria allow for a good separation
of ﬂuid- and crystal-like local structures: In the supercooled ﬂuid state, the number
of crystal-like particles is low (< 3%) before crystal nucleation starts and, in crys-
talline samples with φ above the melting point, the number of ﬂuid-like particles is
also low (< 1%). In literature, diﬀerent cut-oﬀ values for s6(i, j) and the number
of crystal-like bonds can be found [4,29–31]. The range of the s6(i, j) cut-oﬀ varies
from 0.5 to 0.7, and this value has to be balanced with an appropriate number of
crystal-like bonds for crystal-like particles. With a cut-oﬀ of 0.7 for s6(i, j), the num-
ber of crystal-like bonds required for a crystal-like particles is usually reduced to
six.
As far as the local structure of a crystal-like particle is concerned, we are interested
in a measure of the structure that does not depend on the particular orientation of the
bonds to the nearest neighbors as for the complex vectors qlm. Therefore, rotational
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Fig. 1. Histograms of the bond-order parameters q4, q6, w4, and w6 from Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations of crystals with fcc (red) and hcp (blue) structure with φ = 0.28 and a measurement
of a crystallizing sample (green) also at φ = 0.28.
invariants of the bond-order parameters are calculated. The second order and third
order invariants
Ql(i) =
[
4π
2l + 1
l∑
m=−l
|qlm(i)|2
]1/2
(5)
wl(i) =
∑
m1,m2,m3
m1+m2+m3=0
(
l l l
m1 m2 m3
)
qˆlm1(i) qˆlm2(i) qˆlm3(i) (6)
are commonly used. ( l
m1
l
m2
l
m3
) represents the Wigner 3j-symbol, which is the same
as the Clebsch-Gordan coeﬃcient up to a factor. The distribution of these values with
l = 2, 4 and 6 are used to diﬀerentiate between crystal structures as well as the ﬂuid
[3,12–17,28,32,33]. Reference distributions that can be compared with measurements
are obtained from simulations of various crystal crystal structures or ﬂuid. Figure 1
shows bond-order parameter distributions obtained from Monte Carlo simulations
of hard-core-Yukawa particles at a volume fraction φ = 0.28. The parameters Q4,
Q6, and w4 are used to distinguish between fcc and hcp. The overlap of the w6
distributions is large and, therefore, this parameter is not used. These are compared
with a measurement of a sample undergoing crystal nucleation with the same φ.
The bond-order parameters Q4, Q6 and w4 do not allow to separate fcc-,
hcp-, or ﬂuid-like order in a unique way, as the distributions overlap to a small extent.
For this reason, it has recently been discussed whether the bond-order parameters as
given above are the optimum parameters for structure determination. Lechner and
Dellago have used simulation data of pure structures to look for parameters allowing
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the Q4-, Q6-, and w4-distributions and their averages over nearest
neighbors for (A, B, E, F) simulations of fcc and hcp at φ = 0.28 and for (C, D, G, H) a
measurement at φ = 0.28.
a clear separation of fcc and hcp [19]. They have found that bond-order parameters
averaged over the nearest neighbors improve the distinction of the structures:
q′lm(i) =
1
Ni + 1
∑
j∈{i,neighbors}
qlm(j), (7)
where the sum runs over the particle i and its Ni nearest neighbors. The averaging
reduces ﬂuctuations that can lead to a clear separation of bulk structures, as shown
in [19] and Fig. 2A, B, E, F. However, we are mainly interested in small crystal nuclei,
i.e. crystal-like particles that are not embedded in a bulk structure but are always
close to the crystal-ﬂuid boundary. In small nuclei, the local structure changes over
the distance of the nearest neighbors and most crystal-like particles have ﬂuid-like
neighbors. For this reason, the averaging over next nearest neighbors does not narrow
the bond-order parameter distributions as eﬀectively but leaves a broad distribution
that still shows a large overlap, as shown in Fig. 2C, D, G, H.
3.3 Graphs of next nearest neighbor structures and shortest-path rings
As an alternative to the bond-order parameters, the local structures deﬁned by the
nearest neighbor particles of a central particle can be treated as a graph [20,27,34,35].
The neighbor particles without the central particle correspond to the vertices and the
nearest-neighbor bonds between them are the edges of the graph. Graphs obtained in
this way are known as simple planar graphs. They are simple, as there are (i) no edges
making a loop from one vertex back to the same vertex and (ii) there is no more than
one edge between two given vertices. Furthermore, the considered graphs are planar,
as edges do not cross each other. This criterion is fulﬁlled, because the vertices of the
graph form a polyhedron, which obviously has no crossing edges: When one face of
this polyhedron is enlarged and the other ones are diminished, all the vertices and
edges of the graph can be moved to the side that is visible for an observer. The graphs
for fcc and hcp structure are shown in Fig. 3. Both have 12 vertices, 24 edges, and
14 faces (including the outer face), which fulﬁlls the Euler criterion for polyhedra as
expected:
V − E + F = 2, (8)
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A B
Fig. 3. Nearest neighbor graphs of the (A) fcc and (B) hcp lattice together with correspond-
ing 3d sketches of the nearest neighbors (red) around a central particle (white). Both graphs
have eight SP 3-rings, six SP 4-rings, and four SP 6-rings.
I
H
GF
E
D
C
BA
Fig. 4. A graph containing SP 3-rings, 4-rings, and 6-rings. Three 3-rings: ABC, DEF, GHI,
and CEH. Three 4-rings: ACED, BCHI, and EFGH. One 6-ring: ABIGFD.
where V , E, and F give the number of vertices, edges, and faces, respectively. The
two graphs give the only solutions for the case of connected, simple, planer graphs
with V = 12, four edges per vertex, and triangular and square faces. While the
Voronoi construction links the neighbors to the faces of the Voronoi polyhedron, the
neighbors correspond to the vertices in the graphs discussed here. As for the Voronoi
construction, structural ﬂuctuations can give rise to variations caused by missing
bonds, missing particles, or additional bonds or particles. While the graphs for perfect
fcc and hcp are the only solutions for planar, simple graphs with 12 vertices, 4 edges
per particle, and triangular and square faces structural ﬂuctuations give rise to a large
number of additional graphs that represent disturbed fcc or hcp structures. The most
frequent of these are shown in Fig. 5. The number of disturbed structures is higher for
hcp than for fcc. This is due to the lower symmetry of hcp: All edges are equivalent
in fcc, while there are edges with four diﬀerent surroundings for hcp. Therefore, there
are more variants of deviations from the ideal structure for hcp; there are four variants
of the hcp graph with one missing edge and only one for the fcc graph (Fig. 5).
As suggested by Fig. 3, the number of triangles and squares and their arrangement
can be used to characterize a local structure. The graph method has been extended in
this sense to include a generalized form of rings (circuits in the graph) [20,27,34]. A
circuit is called a shortest-path ring (SP ring), if the path from one vertex to another
along the circuit gives a shortest path between the two vertices for any pair of vertices
on the circuit. The length of a path between two vertices is deﬁned as the minimum
number of edges that need to be passed to go from one vertex to the other. A few
examples are given in Fig. 4. The triangles, squares, and pentagons visible in Figs. 4,
3, and 5 are shortest-path rings, as there are no shortcuts, even taking the vertices
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Fig. 5. Graphs with common aberrations from (A, B, E, F) the fcc graph and from (C, D,
G, H) the hcp graph. Missing bonds are highlighted by dashed red lines in (C, D, G, H).
into account that are given by the central particle or other neighboring particles. In
addition, a modiﬁed deﬁnition is used for SP rings of six particles [27,34]. A modified
SP 6-ring is a SP ring for which the central particle of the considered nearest neighbors
is neglected. The central particle would always be a short cut of length two between
any pair of nearest neighbors and, therefore, excludes the existence of SP 6-rings
as deﬁned above. We simply refer to the modiﬁed SP 6-rings as SP 6-rings in the
following. The SP 6-rings allow to identify hexagonal planes in structures such as fcc
or hcp and, therefore, are of interest for characterizing local structures relevant for
crystal nucleation. Furthermore, shortest path rings give a natural way to characterize
local structures [20,27] in the sense that the histogram of SP rings usually gives a
peak that is characteristic for the structure. Other ring deﬁnitions do not give as clear
histograms and, therefore, are not as useful for structure characterization as the SP
rings [20].
In contrast to the local bond-order parameters, the graph and SP ring methods are
purely topological, once the nearest neighbors (vertices) and the bonds between them
(edges) are deﬁned. Therefore, they are complementary to the bond-order parameters
in the sense that the regularity of the nearest-neighbor orientation is not as important
but they focus on the general arrangement of the nearest neighbors and on the bonds
between them.
As the graphs of the nearest neighbors, the shortest-path rings found for the
nearest neighbors of the particles can be used to characterize local structures. We
take SP rings of 3, 4, 5, and 6 particles into account and, in addition, characterize the
SP rings by counting their neighboring SP rings. Two SP rings are considered to be
neighbors, if they share one or more edges in the graph. E.g., the fcc and hcp graphs in
Fig. 3 both have eight SP 3-rings, six SP 4-rings, and four SP 6-rings. But they diﬀer
in terms of the neighboring rings: For fcc, all SP 4-rings are surrounded by four SP
3-rings, and all SP 3-rings are surrounded by three SP 4-rings. However for hcp, the
SP 4-rings are surrounded by three SP 3-rings and one SP 4-ring, while there are
six SP 3-rings neighboring two SP 4-rings and one SP 3-ring, and the remaining
two SP 3-rings are surrounded by three SP 4-rings. In contrast to a graph, the SP-
rings do not give a non-ambiguous descriptions of a local structure. I.e., there are
non-equivalent graphs having the same number of SP rings with the same neighbor
properties. But the SP rings capture characteristic structural properties that are
of interest to follow crystal nucleation and growth. That the SP-rings do not give
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Fig. 6. Non-equivalent graphs with 13 vertices, eight SP 3-rings, five SP 4-rings, one SP
5-ring, and three SP 6-rings. A and B are equivalent in terms of SP rings.
Table 1. Number of graph structures found in Monte-Carlo simulations with
≈8800 particles with fcc and hcp structure at several volume fractions, φ. Nundet. gives
the number of undetermined crystal structures that meet neither the criteria for fcc- nor for
hcp-like particles.
φ 0.20 0.240 0.28 0.31
Nfcc 5438 909 123 126
Nhcp 9895 2917 500 427
Nundet. 1493 137 6 4
Ntotal 16826 3963 629 557
non-ambiguous descriptions of the structure, is illustrated in Fig. 6. E.g. additional
particles that are connected by only one bond to the other nearest neighbors are not
captured by the SP-rings.
3.4 Graphs and SP ring structures from simulations
In analogy to the bond-order parameters, one can collect the diﬀerent graphs and SP
rings that appear in simulations of the bulk structures of interest to characterize the
graphs and SP rings found in a measurement. To collect a large number of graphs,
simulations are done at φ = 0.2 close to the freezing point, φf ≈ 0.16, to obtain
crystals with large structural ﬂuctuations. In addition, simulations are also done at
the volume fraction of the measurement for a direct comparison, φ = 0.28 in our
example. The numbers of non-equivalent graph structures found in these simulations
are given in Table 1; the numbers strongly depend on volume fraction. To collect all
the non-equivalent graphs from the simulations, the graphs are represented as adja-
cency matrices. For a graph with N vertices, the adjacency matrix, A, has dimension
N ·N , and the vertices are numbered to assign the element Aij to a pair of vertices
(i, j). The adjacency matrix serves to compare given graphs with adjacency matrices
A1 and A2, as the invariants of these matrices can be compared (determinant and
eigenvalues; the trace is always equal to zero). Two graphs with equal invariants can
be further compared by trying to transform A1 into A2 using a change of basis given
by the eigenvectors of both A1 and A2. This allows to ﬁnd all equivalent graphs.
For each type of graph, we determine its frequency of occurrence when we collect
the non-equivalent types. With this frequency data, we assign each graph to either
fcc or hcp depending on the occurrence in fcc and hcp simulations. If the occurrence
in one structure is higher by at least a factor of ten than in the other, we assign
a graph to the more frequent structure. If this inequality is not fulﬁlled, the graph
is marked to represent an undeﬁned crystal structure. The factor of ten is found to
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Table 2. Percentage of crystal-like particles identified with the graph method and the bond-
order method (q6) for a measurement at φ = 0.28. For the graph method, the percentages of
fcc-, hcp-, and undetermined crystal-like particles are given as well. Data is given for early
times of the measurement during when nucleation is observed and later times where larger
nuclei are found to grow.
NXc
N
(%)
NXc fcc
N
(%)
NXchcp
N
(%) Nagreementc /N
X
c (%)
graphs (early) 10.2 3.1 6.6 62
q6 (early) 12.3 51
graphs (late) 22.8 11.6 10.0 88
q6 (late) 30.6 65
give a clear separation of fcc and hcp with a fraction of undetermined structures
Nundet./Ntotal  0.01 for φ = 0.28, as shown in Table 1. This ratio, however, strongly
depends on φ.
3.5 Comparison with measurement
3.5.1 Comparison of crystal-like particles
The local structures from simulations are characterized by the bond-order parameter
method and graphs or the SP rings and are compared with the local structures found
in confocal microscopy data. Simulations and measurement have the same volume
fraction (φ = 0.28). Crystal-like particles are determined using both methods, and
crystal nuclei are found by assigning all crystal-like particles that are connected by
a crystal-like bond to the same nucleus. The graph method is found to be somewhat
more restrictive. For small precritical nuclei (early times in Table 2), we ﬁnd the ratio
of crystal-like particles, Nc, identiﬁed with the two methods to be N
graph
c /N
q6
c ≈ 0.83.
For critical and postcritical nuclei (late times), the ratio is smaller with Ngraphc /N
q6
c ≈
0.74. Given the fact that the methods do not focus on the same details of the local
structures, their agreement is good. The ratio of particles that are found to be crystal-
like with both methods, Nagreementc /N
X
c , where X ∈ {graph, q6}, are given in Table 2.
Although the equilibrium structure is known to be fcc, a larger number of hcp-like
local structures is found in small precritical crystal nuclei, as shown in Table 2. At
later times, when nuclei have reached critical and postcritical size, the number of
fcc- and hcp-like particles are about equal, as expected for random hexagonal close-
packed crystal. This can be explained with the larger number of defect structures
in hcp compared to fcc, as explained above. In contrast to the simulation studies of
the pure crystal structures, the perfect fcc and hcp structures are rarely found in the
microscopy data of small crystal nuclei, where most of the crystal-like particles are
on the surface of a nucleus and have ﬂuid-like neighbors with a local environment
that is not as ordered as in the bulk crystal. This implies that most crystal-like
particles have a deformed environment, and mostly deformed graph structures are
found. The particles that are found to have a crystal-like graph but are not crystal-
like according to the q6 criterion, are mostly not far from a particle with crystal-like
q6: 72% of them are found to have at least one neighbor and 54% have at least two
neighbors with crystal-like q6. Therefore, the diﬀerences between the two methods
concern predominantly the surfaces of crystal nuclei determined using the bond-order
method.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of structure characterization with the graph and bond-order method
for a measurement at φ = 0.28. Fcc- and hcp-like particles are shown in red and blue,
respectively. (A, B) Particles with perfect fcc and hcp graph-structure. (C, E) All crystal-
like particles one hour after shear melting the sample. (D, F) All particles 66 hours after
shear melting the sample. In (C, D, E, F) orange symbols refer to undetermined crystal-like
particles and black symbols to particles with unknown structure.
3.5.2 Comparison of local structure determination
The bond-order parameter and the graph method show a good agreement in the
determination of fcc- and hcp-like structures. If we consider the particles with a perfect
fcc or hcp graph, they are also clearly separated using the bond-order parameters,
as shown in Fig. 7A and B. With all crystal particles according to the bond-order
method, the agreement is still good (Fig. 7C, D, E, F): Most fcc- (red) and hcp-
like (blue) particles lie in the expected range of the bond-order parameters. 3% are
recognized as particles with an undetermined crystal structure and 48% have an
unknown structure at the beginning of the measurement. This number decreases
with time to about 35%. The unknown structures are spread out allover the fcc- and
hcp-like regions in the bond-order parameter plots.
The amount of fcc- and hcp-like crystal-like particles is found to develop with
time, as nucleation and crystal growth proceed and the number of crystal-like par-
ticles increases. The fraction of hcp-like particles is larger than the fcc fraction at
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Fig. 8. Temporal evolution of the fractions of crystal-like particles determined using the
graph- or the bond-order parameter method in a sample with φ = 0.28: All crystal-like
particles identified using the graph method (black line) and the q6 method (dotted line),
fcc-like (red) and hcp-like (blue) particles identified using the graph method. t = 0 is set by
the time the sample was shear melted.
early times, when nucleation starts and crystal nuclei are small, as shown in Fig. 8.
We interpret this as a consequence of the predominance of strongly deformed graphs
that have a larger probability to correspond to a hcp-like structure. At later times,
when nuclei of about critical or postcritical size contain the majority of crystal-
like particles, the fraction of fcc-like particles keeps increasing and that of hcp-like
particles grows slower or stays roughly constant. When crystal nuclei are sorted
according to their size, the same trend is observed: With increasing nucleus size,
the fraction of hcp-like particles does not grow as fast as the fraction of fcc-like
particles. This is as expected, since the average nucleus size also increases with
time.
4 Conclusions
Taking into account that bond-order parameters on the one hand and graphs or SP
rings on the other focus on diﬀerent aspects of local structures, the agreement of
both methods is good. Even the detection of crystal-like particles and small crystal
nuclei with the graph method is similar to that with bond-order parameters. Using
the nearest neighbor structures detected in a simulation at the same volume fraction
as a measurement, the graph method does not detect as many crystal-like particles,
but nuclei consisting of  10 particles are detected with both methods. It follows
that the graph method can serve to detect and follow crystal nuclei analogous to
the bond-order parameter method. The graph method is, however, more involved,
because the various graphs used for structure determination have to be collected
from a reference measurement or a simulation, while the bond-order method does
not need such a reference. The agreement of the volume fractions of experiment and
reference is important, as the number of graph-structures depends strongly on volume
fraction (Table 1).
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